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Prez Sez by Fred Long
Hippies, lollipops and a whole lot more

Hippies and lollipops are just a couple of things you will see if you get
out with this bunch of car enthusiasts. There were a ton of cars at
Dad’s Ole Car Show, it is nice to
see that so many people are committed to keeping automotive history alive and rolling plus it was a
beautiful day to be out.

BMCA Officers
Pres…….….Fred Long
501-944-4686
VicePres..Charlie Collins
501) 554-2853
Treas …....Judy Ross
501-888-3396
Sec….....Wilma Newton
870-723-1964

Marque Leaders
Our newest and youngest member,
Campbell, who bought Jack
Breashear’s Austin Marina made
the run with us – it is really nice to
see young people get involved.

This past
month not
only had great driving weather but plenty of
events to attend. I made my first trip to the Hot
Spring Renaissance Faire, wasn’t sure what to
expect but I now know that anything goes when it
comes to clothes (or costumes). It was great fun
and I am looking forward to a return trip next
year.
The Scottish Festival in Batesville and Minis in
the Ozarks were both a lot of fun as well. I left
Batesville with a couple of cds that Brent bought
featuring the modern Celtic music band, North of Argyll and listened to
them on the drive back home. The outdoor Ceilidh was really nice and
I really liked that atmosphere better.
It was great hearing Dianna’s positive
membership news at the November club
meeting highlighting the new members
that have come on board. Looking forward to next month’s meeting/Christmas
Party, in the meantime don’t eat too much
turkey!
Stay safe and I will see you on the road! Fred
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MARQUE RESPONSIBILITIES
Jan Event...Empire
TechTalk... MG

Feb Event...TR
March Event….MG
TechTalk ... AH/Mini
TechTalk.. Empire

Brian Wright
847) 691-8236
Webster@bmca.club

BMCA Minutes Nov 2, 2021 by substitute Lisa Hutchison
Prez Fred Long welcomed everyone to the meeting. We had no visitors, but Diana McCullough
excitedly announced we had 5 new members join in Oct; but Shaun with the TVR was moving to Miami.
With the absence of minutes, approval was tabled. Judy Ross gave the Treasurer’s Report, noting that she
had fun spending money in Fayetteville. Our balance is $8224.95. The report was unanimously accepted.
Judy requested we submit all receipts for 2021 by early December.
Old Business-October Events. Ron McLeod reviewed the Scottish Fest in Batesville. They had 9
cars and Jim Fowler’s green MGB TD was the popular choice winner. Weather was good and the Ceilidh
was fun. Even Vera said so!
Next, Charles Hutchison reported on the trip to the British Iron show in Fayetteville. There were 158
cars, the 3rd largest ever. Nine or 10 were from our club and our winners were in the last newsletter.
Fred described the Minis in the Ozarks trip to Eureka Springs as a success. We saw a lot of cars
with graphics, had great weather, and he even got to use sport mode for the first time in his MINI trying to
keep up with Charles.
New Business started with the AH/Mini Marque Event. Nick Dawson reported that Sunday,
Nov. 7th would be “Not Your Dad’s Ole” Car Show at the North Little Rock VA (Fort Roots). We will meet at
11:30 at Ron McLeod’s and drive over together, or meet us there. Expect COVID screening (questions and
temperature check), and they ask everyone be vaccinated. They will drive the cars in a parade to show
them off since the veterans won’t be allowed to circulate through the parked cars.
Next Ron McLeod invited everyone to join him at the Renaissance Fair in Hot Springs on Nov 6th.
Ron announced McLeod’s Swap Meet on Nov. 13th starting at 8:00 a.m. Bring your cars to sell or to show.
He is prepping the field and expects a pretty wild time!
Fred announced that finding a location for the annual Christmas Party proved unsuccessful. So
Charlie Collins has planned a combination Christmas party and club meeting on our regular meeting
night—December 7th, starting at 6:00 p.m. This gives us an opportunity to thank the officers and celebrate
a great year together (all things considered).
The nominees for office were read by Lisa Hutchison to much clapping and fanfare. President-Fred
Long, VP-Charles Collins, Treasurer-Judy Ross, Secretary-Wilma Newton, AH/Mini-Nick Dawson, MGGary Mackin, Triumph-Chris Cooper/Lance Felix, Empire-Charles Hutchison, Membership-Dianna
McCullough, Webmaster-Brian Wright, Newsletter-Brenda Collins, Historian-Vera McLeod. No new nominations were made and all were uncontested, so they were accepted by acclamation. Fred pointed out the
event schedule for next year on the back of the agenda.
The last piece of new business was to remind everyone about Cars and Coffee, which occurs different Saturdays in different locales. The new location for the Little Rock meet was noted.
The Tech Talk was provided by Chris Cooper, TR Marque Leader. He explained how he cooled off
Jill to make her more like Jack. Jack and Jill are cars (MG and TR) and he added an oil cooler in Jill placed
right in front of the radiator. We appreciated the cartoons to illustrate the key steps.
A few Gots: In addition to attending the International Balloon Fest, Jack Brashears sold his Austin
Marina to a good home. Although not British, we cajoled Jim Clark to describe his new 1940 Cadillac
coupe, one of 6 in the world.
Fred had a goof going to Batesville as a hole developed in a hose. He learned from Ron to fix it with
electrical tape and clamps until he could get to a parts store.
Birthdays and Anniversaries were announced: Leland Felix, Janet Moss, and Jerry Boyd will be older
this month and Brian and Trish Wright will celebrate more married bliss.
Fred collected name tags for the door prize and “Backwards” Bob Berretta won.
Meeting was adjourned as Fred thanked all the volunteers who helped make 2021 a success.

December 7, meeting at the Whole Hog Café in Bryant
(5309 Hwy 5 North Bryant AR 72022 )
We will meet at 6 pm til 8 pm.
This will be to Thank the outgoing officers and welcome the new for 2022

BMCA is pleased to welcome new members:
Jim Fowler owner of a 1953 MGTD and 1948 Anglia
And
Richard Allen owner of an AH 1963 3000 BJ7
November
Birthdays
8...Leland Felix
10...JaneMoss
12..Jerry Boyd

December Birthadays:

2…Shawn Gustin
3…David Smith
7...Rebecca Pranter
7......Ron Kew
12....Deborah King
31…Tim Haunort

Nov Anniversaries
14..Brian and Trish Wright

Dec Anniversaries: 19...Charles & Lisa Hutchison

A look ahead to next year’s event schedule

Month
Jan-22
Feb-22
Mar-22
Apr-22
May-22
Jun-22
Jul-22
Aug-22
Sep-22
Oct-22
Nov-22
Dec-22

Meeting Date
January 4,
February 1,
March 1,
April 5,
May 3,
June 7,
July 5,
August 2,
September 6,
October 4,
November 1,
TBD

Event
Tech Talk
Empire
MG
TR
AH/Mini
MG
Empire
AH/Mini
TR
Empire
MG
TR
AH/Mini
MG
Empire
AH/Mini
TR
Empire
MG
TR
AH/Mini
MG
Empire
No event - Christmas Party

AH/ Mini Marque

by Nick Dawson

“THE GREAT BRITISH CAR JOURNEY” MUSEUM
While visiting the old country in September we were lucky enough to visit a new car museum,
The Great British Car Journey”, in a lovely part of central England near the Peak District National
Park. Dedicated mainly to “ordinary” cars built in the UK from the 1950’s to 1990’s it features
over 150 cars set out in a cohesive manner along with giant advertising banners of the cars and
a personal audio tape for each visitor detailing a lot of interesting information on each model.

This introduction to the car museum is from their brochure and sums up the experience nicely:
“Journey through the success and failure of the British car industry, starting in 1921 when
Herbert Austin designed a little car that changed the world (ed note: the Austin 7).
Learn about the British leaders, entrepreneurs and cars that played a key role in a global
transport revolution. Touch, smell and even drive family stalwarts like the Morris Marina, Hillman
Avenger, Fort Cortina, Mini Metro and of course the iconic Mini. It is a journey guaranteed to
invoke memories”
Yes, for an added fee (about $30) you can drive one of about 20 cars which adds to the unique
feel of this lovely museum. Many BMCA members will of course have already driven some
of these cars (or are still driving them!) but most visitors will not. Both the static displays and the
drivable cars are in fantastic cosmetic condition. If you get the chance, and just “happen” to be
in the UK in the next few years, go and see this car museum. You will not be disappointed.
More details can be found at www.greatbritishcarjourney.com

MG Marque by Charlie Collins
The MGA Sports Car – continued
In last month’s newsletter, the MGA 1500 and Twin Cam were covered.
This article discusses the next iteration of the MGA sports car.
The 1600 and 1600 Delux
In May 1959 the standard cars also received an updated engine, now at 1588 cc producing 79.5 bhp. At the
front disc brakes were fitted, but drums remained in the rear.
31,501 were produced in less than three years.
Externally the car is very similar to the 1500 with differences including: amber or white (depending on market)
front turn indicators shared with white parking lamps, separate stop/tail and turn lamps in the rear, and 1600 badging on the boot and the cowl.
A number of 1600 De Luxe versions were produced with leftover special wheels and four-wheel disc brakes of
the departed Twin-Cam or using complete modified Twin-cam chassis left redundant by the discontinuance of that
model. Seventy roadsters and 12 coupés were built.
A 1600 open car was tested by The Motor in 1959. It had a top speed of 96.1 mph and could accelerate from
0–60 mph in 13.3 seconds. A fuel consumption of 24.7 mpg was recorded.
Mark II and Mark II De-Lux
The engine size was increased again to 1622 cc by increasing the bore from 2.97 in to 3.00 in for the 1961 Mark II
MGA. The cylinder head was also revised with larger valves and re-engineered combustion chambers. Horsepower
increased to 90 bhp. It also had a higher ratio 4:1 rear axle, which made for more relaxed high-speed driving. An
inset or recessed grille and Morris Mini tail lamps appearing horizontally below the deck lid were the most obvious
visual changes. 8,198 Mark II roadsters and 521 coupés were built.
Road & Track magazine reviewed the MGA 1600 Mark II in the September 1961 issue and reported an estimated top speed of 105 mph and a 0-60 acceleration of 12.8 seconds.
Below is an example of the Mark II De-Lux. Note the knock off wheels and the recessed grill.
The MGA's bodywork was based largely on that of a
one-off MG TD specially built by the MG factory at the
request of racing privateer George Phllips for the 1951 24
Hours of Le Mans. Later, a new chassis was designed to
seat the driver lower in the car with even cleaner bodywork resulting in the EX 175 prototype.
The later MG prototype EX 182 was very close to the final
production MGA and was the car actually raced at Le
Mans in 1955. Three MGA prototypes were entered at Le
Mans in 1955. Two of the cars finished the race placing
12th and 17th overall, proving the worth of the new car.
The third car crashed with serious injuries to the driver,
Dick Jacobs.
The MGA has been raced extensively in the U.S.
since its 1955 introduction and with considerable success. In Sports Car Club of America competition the MGA
has won numerous regional and national championships.
It has also been a favorite choice of those competing
in vintage racing. Kent Prather has been the most successful American MGA driver to date with G Production wins
at the SCCA national championships in 1986, 1990, 1995, 2002, 2003, and 2005. Prather and his MGA accomplished this even though his MGA was often the oldest vehicle competing among several hundred race cars at the
SCCA Runoffs.
In the United States, the MGA was used
in NASCAR from 1960 to 1963 in the Grand National Series,
failing to win a single race. After production ended of the
MGA, MG (which at that point was the last foreign automaker
in NASCAR) decided not to field another entry in the circuit.
In the picture note the horizontal Morris Mini tail lamps in
their new position on the Mark II De Lux. Also note the vinyl
covered dashboard which was a dedicated feature as well.
Thanks again to Wikipedia for this content.

Charlie Collins

Bugeye Trip Day 2 Sikeston, MO to Lafayette, IN by Ron Kew, 1st part of this was in Sept 2021 BMCA Bites and Spares
I didn’t get quite as early a start on the second day. I started by repacking the bugeye; repacking needed because I had taken
almost everything out of it the night before. Anything that I thought someone might steal, as I couldn’t lock anything in that car.
The top was off, even if it wasn’t, the Bugeye does not have wind up windows or door lock; instead it has plastic curtains that
could be installed. They saved money by not having outside door handles (thus no locks on the doors) and no trunk lid also
saved on costs. There is storage, you put things in the boot area behind the seats. So my day started with me putting everything
back in the car that I had dragged into the hotel room the night before.
Despite being July, the air was cool again in the morning and the cool morning drive was nice just like the previous day.
Again, I was choosing state roads to travel on rather than the interstate. The little Austin Healey Sprite has a little gas tank that
holds about 7 gallons and mine didn’t have a working fuel gauge, plus I try to only by nonethanol fuel. On this day I decided to
drop my no nonethanol fuel rule, thinking having some ethanol in the fuel would be better than running out of gas.
I quickly was across the Mississippi River into Illinois and drove across Illinois on 45, then headed up on the eastern edge
of Illinois on 1, going by little towns and seeing lots of the countryside. When I got up to Marshall, Ill it was time to turn onto
State Hwy 40 which would take me out of Illinois into Indiana and close to but not into Terre Haute.
Everything had gone well including stops now and then to get fuel or top off the oil. I’d made good time and had passed
Terre Haute before lunch. My next stop was to be Lafayette, IN but the needle on the tachometer was now erratic. It would
bounce around a lot, and I could hear a clicking noise. By a lot, I don’t mean it would bounce from say 3000 to 3500 rpm while
I was staying at a relatively constant speed, it started bouncing some and got worse until it would bounce from 0 to 4000 rpms.
That’s annoying, along with the noise. Could there be something terribly wrong with the engine? The engine sounded fine, so I
decided it was likely either a problem with the cable or the tachometer.
About 30 miles before I got to Lafayette, I noticed a little one- or two-person local garage. I decided to pull in and see what
an auto mechanic thought about the clicking noise and erratic tachometer. I explained what was happening to the person behind
the counter and judging from his comments, I deduced that I must have unluckily stumbled into the one shop in Indiana that had
someone working in it that was even more clueless about automobile issues and repairs than I was. He didn’t offer to let me talk
to the mechanic, so I decided to try something myself in the parking lot. I got some pliers and disconnected the tachometer cable from behind the tachometer. Presto, the noise and bouncing needle were gone. Sometimes what I do if I hear annoying
noises coming from my cars is try to turn up the volume on the radio, but as another cost saving measure, the little Bugeye
Sprite did not come with a radio. Removing the offending noise was even better than trying to drown it out.
I was happily on the road again and in Lafayette. After I took a right at a stop light it was nice to have some locals wave to
me showing their appreciation of seeing an old car on the road. Just after I had made the turn, I heard a noise coming from the
back of or behind my car. There was a big parking lot nearby with a local roadside bar/restaurant. As I pulled in, I saw there
was a group of people eating on the outside porch and a group of them waved to me as they saw my car. As I waved back to
them, I noticed they weren’t just waving but were pointing at the back of my car where the noise was coming from. When I got
out, I saw the tail pipe was dragging on the road.
People are very helpful when you have problems in your old British auto; someone came rushing out with a metal clothes
hanger for me to hold up the tail pipe. He also let me know there is an auto/muffler shop around the back of this same large
parking lot. We used the coat hanger to hold up the muffler and I drove around to the shop.
It was a large shop in a Quonset style metal building, maybe 10 or 12 lift areas. It was probably 2:30 on Saturday afternoon
and the service writer told me they could get me in as soon as the next space opens. When he heard how old my car was, he said
there is a good chance they won’t have replacement parts but that if not, I should be able to go to the nearby Pep Boys to get
parts. After 15 minutes they were ready to pull my car in. I walked out with the person that was to take it in and once he saw
my car, he told me they couldn’t work on it because it was too small and wouldn’t fit on any of their lifts. That was a new one
for me, I’d never heard of a car being too small to lift up.
Now it is after 3 on Saturday and I’m getting concerned that before long no one will want to look at my car today. I might
be stuck with deciding whether to hold up until Monday or proceed with just the coat hanger as the support for my exhaust system. I quickly go to the Pep Boys and they have lifts and are still working. I explain my predicament to the service writer and it
at first seems promising as they have space and could fit in another job. He asks the make and model of my car and then switches gears and says they won’t work on my car because of it’s age or some such reason. He pines that they won’t have the correct
support parts and don’t want to take responsiblty for working on it.
Could they just lift up my car so we could see what is needed? The answer is no.
Just then one of the mechanics walks out from the shop and asks, “Whose Austin Healey is that in the parking lot?” The service
writer tells him that it is mine, but they can’t work on it. The mechanic says, “Why, not? I can work on that car.” Turns on this
mechanic wants to work on my car, so now I am golden. So what if they don’t have the called for parts, the mechanic says he
will find something that will work. My car goes right in.
The exhaust system should have three points where it is held up. Mine apparently now only had the front one. At some
point in the past the middle one was left off and when the back one gave out today, this left just the front one holding the exhaust
system. The mechanic found parts to use for the middle and back hangers and installed them.
I got to go in the back and was talking with my mechanic buddy and he told me about the British car his Dad had. Now we
have rain clouds and a hazy mist/light rain. I asked if I could put the top up before I took it out of the shop and he said he and
his buddies will do it as they want to see what it looks like with the top up.
Google Maps tells me I have completed about 675 miles of my trip and have about 560 more. I decide to drive on this evening in the light rain ….

November 7
AH/Mini
Rally

“Not Your Dad’s Ole” Car Show at the North Little Rock VA

BMCA Swap Meet

MITO 2021

2021 Calendar of BMCA and Regional Event
Dec 7……...Christmas Gathering (details below )
Jan 4………..BMCA Meeting

January 15, 2022…….Polar Bear Run (details below)

Little Rock Cars and Coffee, 3rd Saturday of every month, 8 am to 11 am
Hot Springs Cars and Coffee, 4th Saturday of every month 8 am to 11 am

Charlie Collins has planned a combination Christmas gathering and club meeting
on our regular meeting night—December 7th, starting at 6:00 p.m.
This gives us an opportunity to thank the out going officers and welcome
the incoming officers and celebrate a great year together (all things considered).

Empire Polar Bear Rally
January 15, 2022
We will meet at the Little Rock Cars & Coffee.
We will leave there at 10:30 am for a drive around Lake Maumelle,
ending up at Hutchison’s home for a bonfire and hot dogs.
Charles and Lisa Hutchison
26 Ferncrest Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Charles Cell……….501-413-8107

This will be the last BMCA Newsletter for 2021.
There will not be a December Newsletter.
The next Newsletter will be January 2022.

BMCA
Newsletter Editor
723 Kirby Rd.
Little Rock, AR. 72211

